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We examine an encounter-evasion differential game with integral consaaintson 
the players’ controls. We prove that an alternative, asserting that either the po- 

sition encounter problem or the position evasion problem is always solvable, is 
valid for this game. We indicate a position procedure for control with a guide 

which provides the solution to these problems. The constructions used here are 
modifications of the extremal construction from [l, 21, altered with due regard 

to the specifics of differential games with integral constraints. The present pa- 

per is also related to [3-71. 

1. Let the motion of a conflict-controlled system be described by the equation 

z’ = f (t, z) + B (t, z) u + C (t, x) 2, 0.1) 

Here z is the system’s n-dimensional phase vector; u and 2, are the controls of the first 
and second players, respectively ; f (t, x), B (t, x) and C (t, x) are continuous vector- 
valued and matrix-valued functions which satisfy a Lipschitz condition in variable z in 
each bounded region. We note that under the assumptions made relative to the right- 
hand side of (1.1). a unique solution of the Cauchy problem for Eq. (1.1) with initial con- 
dition 1~ (to) = x0 exists for any choice of summable functions u (t) and u (t) . 

We assume that the realizations u (t) and u (t) of the players’ controls satisfy the 
constraints 

IU (to7 =J) < p (to), 1, (to, =J) \< v (to) (1.2) 

Here and subsequently b 

I,(& b) = (s /\u(t)IIPdl)l’P, 
a 

I,@, b) = (i [p(t)UPdt)l’P 
a 

the symbol 11 w (1 denotes the Euclidean norm of vector w. Summable realizations of 

the controls u (t), v (t) (t > to), satisfying conditions (1.2), are said to be addmissible. 

We assume that system (1.1) and constraints (1.2) are such that for any admissible real- 
izations u (t) and 2, (t) (t > 10) the Cauchy problem mentioned can be continued up 
to any instant t = T ; a bounded region G (T) exists in which the solutions examined 
on the interval It,, ?‘I remain for any choice of admissible realizations. 

The change in the constraints p (t) and v (t) is 
resources spent during the game, i. e. 

1L (ts) = p (t1) - 1,‘ (L1, t*), v 0s) 

The vector z = (t, p, v, x) is called the game’s 

367 

determined by the players’ control 

= v 01) - 1; (t,, ts) 

position. Note that p > 0, v > 0 
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everywhere in the following. Certain closed sets M” and N* are specified in the space 
of vectors (t, X) . 

T he e n c o II n t e r pr o b 1 e m facing the first player consists in choosing the control 
u so as to ensure that the point (t, J: (t)) hits onto the set M* and that the phase con- 
straint (t, z (t)) E N* is fulfilled for t, < t < T, where z is the instant at which 

the condition (t, z (t)) E M* first is realized. It is assumed here that the first player 
knows the current position of the game, namely, the vector z (t). 

T he e v a s i o n pro b le m facing the second player consists in choosing the control 
u so as to ensure either that the point (t, x (t)) evades contact with set iI!* or that 
the phase constraint (t, x (t)) E N* is violated before the condition (t, 17: (t)) E M* 
is realized. Here information on the game position realized is available to the second 

player. 
The encounter and evasion problems are examined here for the case when the sets 

M* and N* are contained in a closed region where t < 6 (6 > t, is the instant 
bounding the game’s duration). We note that the pursuit problem solutions and several 
other differential games are reduced to investigation of the encounter-evasion game 

which is composed of these two lxoblems (cf. [ 1, 21). In the present paper we deduce 
a scheme for proving an alternative which asserts that either the evasion problem or the 

encounter problem is always solvable in the encounter-evasion game. 

2. We describe a position procedure of control with a guide, which provides the solu- 

tion of the encounter problem. The constructions proposed below are analogous to the 
constructions in [ 1, 21. We introduce auxiliary concepts and notation. 

Let z* = (L*, p*, v*, q,.) be some game position, 2, (t) (t > t*) be an admissible 

realization of the second player’s control, a function satistying condition 1, (t* CO) < 

V+. The symbol G(“) (z* , ZI (-)) denotes a set of points z = (t, p (t), v (t), x (t)) 
of the form 

1 > t*o < p.“(t) < p.rcp - I,(t*, Q”7 2(t) = v*4 - Il;(l*, t)P 

J: (4 = x* + s If ( 59 5 (5)) + R(5, J:(5))u(5) + C(5, J:(5)) u(5)] d5 

L 

where u (‘5) ((5 > t*) are all possible summable functions satisfying the condition 

1, (t*l co) \( p*. Let D be some set in the (n + 3) -dimensional space of vectors 
z = (t, p, v, 5). The symbol Dlt.,t*I denotes the part of this set lying between the 

hyperplanes t = t, and t = t*, i.e. 

D,t,, t*l = {z : z = (t, p, v, 4 E D, t, < t < t*} 

The section of set D by the hyperplane t = t, is denoted by the symbol Dt,, i.e. 

Dt, = {z: z = (t*, p, v, x) E D} 

The symbols M and I\i denote sets in the space of positions z, defined by the relations 

M = (2 = (t, p, v, 4: (t, 4 E M*, p > 0, v > 0} 

iv = (2 = (t7 CL1 y, 4: (t, 2) E Iv*, p > 0, v > O} 

Definition 2.1. Let a certain set I%‘(“) be given in the position space. This set 
is said to be a u-stable bridge if F$‘(?L) c N, WkU’ C M and the following condition 
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is satisfied : the relation 

G’“’ (z*, 27 (* )) f-l (WY u M,L, t*1) # @ 

is valid for any point z* = (t*, pL*, v*, z*) E WC”), for any number t* > t, and 
for any realization u (t) (t > t*) admissible for position z*. 

We note that in this definition we have allowed the case WC) = 0 and have not 

assumed the closedness of the set J+‘(u) ; however, it can be veritied that for any U - 
stable bridge lilac”) its closure also is a u-stable bridge. 

We introduce into consideration the functions 

u*(z, z*, 6) = 
i 

_ & (VP - p*q1 i P&-l i P for P-P*>O, libll#O (2.11 

0 for p--p* \<O or /I b!l=O 

( 

-- V*(z, z*, 6) = ,,“, ,, (v*q-vq)liq@ln for v*--->O, Ilcll#O 
(2.2) 

0 for v* --Y <O or IIc I]=0 

u* (z, z*, 6) = 
( 

-& @*p - pp)l’pS-l’p for p*--p>O, Ilbil#O 

0 for p* -_cL<O or ! Ilb[l= 0 
(2.3) 

U* (2, z*, 6) = 
( 

-* 
(v*Q _ vQ)l / Q-1 I Q for Y - Y* > 0, II c I/ # 6 

0 for Y-Y* <O or /ICI]= 0 (2.4) 

Here (the primes denote transposition) 

z = (t*, p., v, 5), z* = (t*, p*, v*, Lx*), 6 > 0, b’ = (z - s*y x 

B It,, x), c’ = (5 - t*)’ c (t*, 2) 

The functions U* ‘in (2. I) and U * in (2.2) are used here to construct for the first 
player a procedure of control with a guide ; the functions u* in (2.3) and D* in (2.4) are 
applied below to determine for the second player a procedure of control with a guide. 

Note that when r_~ - p* > 0, 11 b /I # 0 and v - v* > 0, 11 c !I + 0, the 
functions U* (t) = u.+ (z, z*, 6) = const and v* (t) = 2)* (z, z*, 6) = 
const (t* < t < t, + 6) provides a minimum to the functionals 

t*+s 

(“--*)‘B(Lz) i u(t)dt, (“-“*)Ic(t,,~)‘*~Su(t)dt (2.5) 
t* I* 

which are examined on the set of functions u (t) and u It) (t* < t < t, + 6) 
satisfying the conditions 

lu(t*, t, +6)\<(~p-p.*p)*‘P, Iv(t.+, t, +Q\((Y” --Y*‘)~‘~ (2.6) 

When /A* - p > 0, I( b 11 # 0 and v* - v ) 0, 11 c II # 0 the functions 
u* (t) = u* (z, z*, S), v* (t) = V* (z, z*, 6) (t* < t < t, + 6) provide a 
maximum to functionals (2.5) which are examined on the set of functions satisfying 
constraints (2.6) wherein we interchange the positions of p and p*, v and v*. 

Suppose we are given an initial position z* = (t*, pa, v*, 1~~) and the bridge 
mu) and let the set T/til*(u) be nonempty and closed. For this bridge let us define a 
guide-control procedure for the first player. We select the point 

z* (t*) = (t*, p*, v*, X*) E Q’ 
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nearest to point z (&) = z+. This point Z* (t*) is the position of the guide at the 
initial instant t = t,. We choose a certain covering a of the interval [t,, 19) by a 

system of semi-intervals [ri, ti+i) of equal length 6 = ‘ti+i _ ri (i =; 0, 1, . . . , 

n, 7. = t,, ‘tN = fl). We assume that on the first interval [zs, rr) tne motion of sys- 
tem (1.1) is generated by the first player’s continuous control 

U(O) (t) = u* (2 (t*), z* (t*), 6) (.c” < t \< 71) 

in pair with some admissible realization u (t) (t > to) of the second player’s control. 
The choice of these controls determines the game position z (To) = (Q, p (TV), 

Y (TV), 2 !‘Q)) realized at instant t = ~1. 
Let 

D(O) (t) = v* lz(t*), z* @*)) b, < t < -4 

We choose the guide’s position z* (ri) at instant t = ‘tl from the condition 

z* (a,) E IV:) n GcU)(z* (t*), do) (.)) 

assuming that this intersection is nonempty. Next, on the succeeding interval lrl, us) 

we determine the first player’s control in system (1.1) by the relation 

u(l) (t) = u* (z (al) 7 z* (-Q, 6) (.t, < t < a,) 

As a result of choosing this control and some control u (t) (t > zr) of the second play- 
er at instant t = T2 , the game position z (‘ts) is realized. We select 

V(l) (t) = v* (z (TJ, z* (.t,), 6) (% -s t < %) 

and we determine the guide’s position at instant t = ~~ from the condition 

z* (r,) E TV:) 0 G@(z* (z,), u(l) (.)) 

assuming once again that this intersection is not empty. If the condition 

VV$ n Gcu) (z* (ai), II(~) (.)):# @ 

is also satisfied on the succeeding intervals [ri, ri+J , then the indicated control pro- 

cedure is implemented up to the instant t = 6. 
Let us now consider the case when this condition is not satisfied. Let rj be the instant 

when first 
V:;’ 0 G(lC) (z* (ziJ, .(j+ ( . )) = q5 

Then from the condition z* (zi_i) E WCU) and from the definition of a ~-stable bridge 

it follows that 
“[Tj_1~~jl r; G(“)(z* (ql), u+l)( .)) # @ 

i.e. an instant r* E [rj_i, rj], exists at which the guide’s position can be determined 
from the condition 

‘*(r *) E MT* n G (Z* (Tj_,), V(j-l) (‘)) 

Then, we assume that an arbitrary point z* (rj) E G,; (z* (-c*), d-l) (e)) has been 
chosen as the guide’s position z*(rj) at the instant t = zj. Further, we determine the 

controls ~(~1 (t) and vCi) (t) (TV < t < T~+~, j < i < n _ 1) by the relations 

JJ,Ci) (t) = U* (Z (‘Gi), Z* (Zi), 6)~ di’ (t) = 7J* (z (Ti), z* (Ti), 6) 

and we select the guide’s position z* (ri+i) arbitrarily from the set Gci1 (z” (ri), 
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v(i) (.)). 
We note that the first player’s control 

UA (t) = u* (2 (zi), z* (‘Gi), 6) (Ti < t 1s T~+I, i = 0, a . . 1 TZ - 1) (2.7) 

constructed here does not violate the constraint IUa (t*, S) < p* = p (t*) . The mo- 
tion of system (1. l), realized by the choice of the guide-control UA (t) of (2.7) in pair 

with some second player’s control 21 (t) (t > t*), is called approximated and is 
denoted by the symbol 5 (t; t,, uA (-), v (a)) (to < t < 6). 

Definition 2.2, The function x (t) (t* < t < 6) is called the motion of 

system (1.1). generated by the first player’s guide-control procedure, if a sequence of 
approximated motions 

Xk (t) = X (t; z*(*), uAk (-)I v (-)) (t* < t < 6, k = 1, 2, . . .) 

exists satisfying the conditions 

@JO = (#) 1+1 - $‘) -+ 0 ) zll” = (t*, /-of’, v’wk’, x:‘) *z+ = (t.+, p+, (2.8) 

v*, &#), t2=& (15 (t) - xk (t) II--> o as k - O” 
* . 

The motions intioduced here are denoted by the symbol x (t; z*, WC”)) which indi- 

cates the initial position of the u-stable bridge for which the guide-control procedure 

is determined. We note that the existence of the motions x (t; zyc, W’“‘) (t+ \< t < 6) 
follows from the Arzelh’s theorem since the approximated motions are equiboundedand 
equicontinuous. The fundamental property of a guide-control procedure is formulated 
in the following way. 

Theorem 2.1. If there exists a u-stable bridge WCU) containing the initial game 

position z,, then for any motio; ,z (t; z*, W(“)) there exists an instant 7 < 6 when 

first the point (t, x (t; z.+, W U )) hits the set M*, and the conditions 

(6 J: CC z*, VP’)) E N” for t, < t < 6 
are satisfied. 

This theorem’s proof is based on estimating the distance between the motion of the 

original system (1.1) and the motion of the guide, and it is ascertained that the choice 

of controls (2.3), (2.4) ensures the proximity of these motions when a sufficiently small 

step is chosen. 

3, We consider the solution of the evasion problem, relying on a position procedure 
with a guide, and we prove an alternative for the encounter-evasion eame. 

J.et z* = (L*, CL*, y*v X*) be some game position, u (0) (a > &) be some 
realization of the first player’s conuol, admissible for this position, i. e, u (a) (a > t*) 
is a summable function satisfying the condition 1, (t*, co) < p* . The symbol 

G(“) tz*, u (->) d enotes the set of points z = (t, p (t), Y (t), 2 (t)) of the form 

tat,, P (0 = P* p - 1, (t*, t)“, 0 < v* (Q < Y*Q - lU (t,, t)P 

XV) = x* + s If( 6, x (a)) + ~3 (6, x (4) u (4 + C (0, x (4) v (@I do 
t* 

where u Co) (O > tJ are all possible summable functions satisfying the condition 
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ItI tt*v w) < v** Let 

G = (2 = (t, p, v, 4: (t, 4 E G”, p > 0, v > 0) 
(3.1) 

H = {z = (t, I”, v, 5): (t, x) E H*, p > 0, v > 0} 

where G* and H* are certain closed sets in the space of vectors (t, x), satisfying the 

conditions 
G* n M* = $, H* n iv = G (3.2) 

Definition 3.1. Let a certain set WC”) be specified in the space of vectors z . 
This set is called a v-stable bridge if w(V) C G and if the relation 

(3.3) 

where H and G are certain sets (3.1). (3.2), is valid for any point z* = (t*,, pLI, v*, 
x*) E j+‘(v), for any number t * E (t*, 431 ,and for any control u (t) (t > t*) admis- 
sible for position z+., 

For a U-stable bridge w(O) let us determine the second-player’s guide-conaol pro- 
cedure. Assuming that u.+ (z, z *, 6) is defined by relation (2.4), we form the second 
player’s control in system (1.1) in the following way : 

VA 't) = V* (z('Gi), z* (Ti)t 6) (Ti < t < Zi+l; i = 0, . . e 7 n - 1) (3.4) 

Here z (.ti) is the game position realized at instant t = %i for the choice of control 

VA (t) of (3.4) in pair with some admissible control u (t) (t, < t < pi) of the first 

player, z* (pi) is the guide’s position at the instant t = Ti. 
In the determination of the guide’s position we use the equations 

U(i) ct> = u* (2 (TJ, z* (Ti), 6) 

(Ti < t < Ti+l = ‘ti + 6, i = 0, 1, e m . , 7L - 1) 

where the function U* (z, z*, 6) is defined by relations (2.3). As the guide’s initial 
position z* (t*) we select the point of set w,*(v) nearest to the initial game position 

z=(t*, El*, V*, s*) (presuming that W,*(*‘) is closed and nonempty). Next, we deter- 
mine the guide’s positions z* (Ti) successively from the condition 

z* (zi) E G(“) (z* (T~-~), di-l) ( . )) n “;’ 

either up to the instant TN = 6, if all these intersections are not empty, or up to the 
instant IZj for which this intersection proves to be empty. We determine the position 
z* (TV) at the instant t = %tj horn the condition 

z* (aj) E G$z* (T*), d-I)( .)), z* (T*)E 

G!:‘(z* (TY_~), u(‘-‘I( ‘)) 13 H, Zj-1 < t* < Tj 

The existence of such a point z* (T*) follows from the condition z* (Tj_1) E WY?, 
and from the definition of the v -stable bridge J&‘(“). Next, for j < i,\< 72, we select 
arbitrary points of the sets Gr”,’ (z* (TV_,), uciml) (.)) as the guide’s positions z* (T;). 

We note that the control 21~ (t) (t, a< t < 6) of (3.4) does not violate the constraint 
I,, (t*, 6) < V, = V (t*). The motion of system (l.l),realized by the choice of the 

second player’s guide-control VA (t) (t, -< t < I?) of (3.4) in pair with some first 
player’s admissible control u (t), (t, < t < o), is called approximated and is denoted 

by the symbol II: (t; z*, u (e), VA (*)) (t* < t < 6). 
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Definition 3.2. The function z (t) (t, < t < 6) is called the motion of 
system (1.1). generated by the second player’s guide-control procedure, if a sequence 
of approximated motions 

Zk(t) = s(t; Z(.r), U(k)(.), va,(*)) (t*\(t\<o., k= 4, 2, - - .> 

exists satisfying conditions (2.8). 
The motions defined here are denoted by the symbol 5 (t; Z*, WC”)) (& < t < 6) 

The following statement is valid. 
Theorem 3.1. If there exists a v-stable bridge W(Q) containing the initial 

game position 2*, then for any motion 2 (t; z,, I%‘cV)) (1* < t < S) the point 

(t, 2 (t; z*, VVV))) remains in region G* either up to the instant t = 6 or up to 

the instant z*when first it hits the set H*, i.e. all motions 3 (t; z8, W(u)) evade 
contact with set M*. 

Let us consider certain properties of the solution of the evasion problem, usable in the 
proof of the alternative for the encounter-evasion game, Let 

47 = (t*, &‘, vf’, z’*k“) -+z* = (t*, /A*, Y,, X*) 

Zck) (t) = x (t; zr’, I@“‘) -+x* (t) (t* < t < 6) as k -+ 30 

then the function I* (t) is one of the motions 5 (t; z*, W(v)) , this follows directly 
from the definition of the latter. From this property of the semicontinuous dependence 

of the motions 2 (t; z*, WC’@) (t* < t < 6) on position z*, the following statement 
results. 

Lemma 3.1, If position Z* = (t*, pL*, V*, x*) belongs to some v-stable bridge 

WC’), then there exist an a-neighborhood of this position 

s (z,, a) = (2 = (t,, p, v, z): 1 El. - p* 1 < 87 p > 0, I v - (3.5) 

v*\<a, v‘>Oo, IIs--s*II=OE) 

and closed sets GE*, HE*, satisfying conditions (3.2), such that for any motion x (t; z,, 

IV@)) (t* < t < 61, where z, cz S (2, , E), the point (t, z (t; z,, WC@)) remains 

in region C,* either for t, < t < 6 or up to the instant of its first contact withset 
H, * (i.e. all motions z (t; z,, w(Q) evade contact with &I*). 

Using this statement we can prove the following assertion. 
Lemma 3.2. If position Z* = (t*, p*, Y*, ST*) belongs to some v-stablebridge 

IV(“) then there exists a v-stable bridge w*tV) containing not only the point z* but 
also some E -neighborhood S (z*, g) (E > 0) (3.5) of this point. 

Let J+‘s(u) be the complement of set WE(v) which is the union of all v-stablebrid- 

ges, i. e. wg) = u I.+, 

The following statement is valid. 
Theorem 3.2. Set W,CU) is a u-stable bridge. 
We indicate the highlights of the proof of this theorem. From the fact that every set 

H of form (3. I), (3.2) is a v-stable bridge it follows that the union of such sets. being 
also the complement of set N, is contained in the set I$$‘). Consequently, the inclusion 

W1;^‘C N 

is true. Let us show that the relation I%$~) c it! is valid. In fact,every set 1: satisfy- 
ing the condition G n M, = 0 is a v-stable bridge. Therefore, the union of all such 
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sets G, forming the complement to set M,, belongs to set IV!&, i.e. 

G(M,) c lqa, IYb”B’ = c (VI+‘,) c M, 1% 
Q. E. D. 

It remains to verify the fulfillment of the relation 

G(“) (z* ) 2~ (4) n v 6;",' u q,*,,*]) # @ 
We assume the contrary. Let there exist a point z* E W$‘J, a number t* E (t*, 61 , and 
a control v (t) (t > t*) admissible for position z*, such that 

cc,‘;“, (z *r v (.)) n rv$? = 4 
(3.6) 

G(U) [t,,J*] (Z*? (~))nw$~ = cp (3.7) 

From relation (3.6) we obtain the inclusion 

CJY (- **, 2’ (.)) c rvy = u IV@) 

i. e. every point z E d,“*’ (z,, c(.)) belongs to some v-stable bridge IV’“). From Lem- 
ma 3.2 follows the existence of a finite subcovering of G\“,‘(z*, v(.)) by some set of the 
form rvc,) L 

(3.8) 

where di’) (i = 1, 2, . . ., I) are u-stable bridges. We note that a finite sum of r- 
stable bridges is a v-stable bridge ; therefore the set w.+c7’) is a L’ -stable bridge. Con- 
sider the set 1@2’) : G 

** [t-,/*1 (;*1 I‘ (,I) IJ ]l’$je,a, 

From relations (3.6), (3.7) we deduce that set Wiq) is a 0 -stable bridge. But then the 
inclusion Z* E I@“) c I&J) contradicts the condition Z* E I+‘$‘~ and the definition of 
set Wf’. The con%diction obtained proves Theorem 3.2. 

The validity of the following alternative ensues right away from Theorems 2.1, 3.1 , 

3.2. 
Theorem 3. 3. One of the next two statements is valid for any initial position of 

the game. 

Either q, E wa(u), and then the encounter problem has a solution which provides a 
guide-procedure defined for the u-stable bridge W,(u). In this case an instant r < 6 
when first 

(.t, x (r; 201 W,c@)) E M” 

exists for any motion x (t; zo, WO(U)) , and 

(t, X (t; 20, Wb’“‘)) E N” for t,.<t<,< 

Or z. E W(v), where w(U) is some 1’ -stable bridge, and then the evasion problem 
has a solution which provides a guide-procedure defined for the bridge W(u). In this 
case sets G* and H* exist, satisfying conditions (3.2), such that the condition 

(t, x (t; zo, IV”)) E G for to < t < T* (5 (*)) 

where t* (5 (e)) is the instant when first 

’ (t, x (t; 201 WC”,)) E H* n IT,& = {(t, z): t = 6, .z E .“) 

is satisfied for every motion 5 (1; 20, WC’)) . 
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In conclusion we note that the maximal u-stable bridge w,(u) was here defined 
formally as the complement of the union of v-stable bridges. However, it is possible to 
define the bridge w, c”J differently as the limit of a special sequence of sets defined 
by a recurrence procedure of program absorption. Such a definition of bridge Wp) is 

analogous to the constructions in [8-101. When the set Wr) is determined by one 
program absorption operation (see [5, 71, for example), the solving of the encounter prob- 
lem is simplified and can be reduced to an algorithm implementable on an electronic 
computer. The position procedure of control with a guide, proposed above, can be rea- 
lized also when the solution of the encounter problem is known, having been constructed 

by one of the direct methods under the condition of information discrimination against 

the player being pursued (see [3, 41, for example). 
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